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Abstract. Symbolic model checking, which enables the automatic verification of large sys- 
tents, proceeds by calculating with expressions that represent state sets. Traditionally, sym- 
bolic model-checking tools are based on backwm'd state traversal; their basic operation is 
the function pre, which given a set of slates, returns the set of all predecessor states. This is 
because specifiers usually employ formalisms with future-time modalities, which are natu- 
rally evaluated by iterating applications of pre. It has been recently shown experimentally 
that symbolic model checking can perform significantly better if it is based, instead, on 
forward state traversal; in this case, the basic operation is the function post,, which given a 
set of states, returns the set of all successor states. This is because forward state traversal 
can ensure that only those parts of the state space are explored which are reachable from an 
initial state and relevant for satisfaction or violation of the specification; that is, errors can 
be detected as soon as possible. 

In this paper, we investigate which specifications can be checked by symbolic forward state 
traversal. We formulate the problems of symbolic backward and forward model checking 
by means of two/~-calculi. The pre-l~ calculus is based on the pre operation; the post-l* 
calculus, on the post operation. These two/t-calculi induce query logics, which augment 
fixpoint expressions with a boolean emptiness query. Using query logics, we are able to 
relate and compare the symbolic backward and forward approaches. In particular, we prove 
that all to-regular (linear-time) specifications can be expressed as post-i~ queries, and there- 
fore checked using symbolic forward state traversal. On the other hand, we show that there 
are simple branching-time specifications that cannot be checked in this way. 

1 Introduction 

Today's rapid development of complex and safety-critical systems requires verification methods 
such as model checking. In model checking [CES I,QS8 I], we ensure that a system exhibits a 
desired behavior by executing an algorifhm that checks whether a mathematical model of the 
system satisfies a fl~rmal specification that describes tile behavior. "llae algorithmic nature of 
model checking makes it fully automatic, and thus attractive to practitioners. At the same time, 
model checking is very sensitive to tile size of the mathematical model of the system. Commercial 
model-checking tools need to cope with the exceedingly large state spaces that are present in real- 
life examples, making the so-called state-explosion problem perhaps the most challenging issue 
in computer-aided verification. One of tile important developments in this area is the discovery 
of  symbolic model-checking methods [BCM+92]. In particular, use of BDDs [Bry86] for model 
representation has yielded model-checking tools that can handle very large state spaces [CGL93]. 

Traditional symbolic model-checking tools have been based on backward state traversal 
[McM93,BHSV+96]. They compute with expressions that represent state sets using, in addition 
to positive boolean operations, the functions pre and pT:b, which map a set of states to a subset 
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of its predecessor states. Formally, given a set U of states, the set pre(U) contains the states for 
which there exists a successor state in U, and the set ~r~(U) contains the states all of whose 
successor states are in U. By evaluating fixpoint expressions over bdolean and pre operations, 
complicated state sets can be calculated. For example, to find the set of states from which a state 
satisfying a predicate p is reachable, the model checker starts with the set U of states in which p 
holds, anti repeatedly adds to U tile set pr~(U), until no more states can be added. Formally, the 
model checker calculates tile least lixpoint of tile expression U = p V lyre(U). Symbolic model- 
checking techniques were first applied to branching-time specifications, and later extended to 
linear-time specifications, both via translations into fixpoint expressions [BCM+92,CGH94]. 

As an alternative to symbolic model checking, in enumerative model checking states are 
represented individually. Traditional enumerative model-checking tools check linear-time speci- 
fications byfi~rward state traversal [Ho197,Di196]. There, the basic operation is to compute, for 
a given state, the list of successor states. Forward state traversal has several obvious advantages 
over backward state traversal. First, fi~r operational system models, successor states are often 
easier to compute than predecessor states. Second, only the reachable part of the state space is 
traversed. Third, optimizations such as on-the-fly [GPVW95] and partial-order [Pe194] methods 
can be incorporated naturally. For example, in on-the-tly model checking, only those parts of the 
state space are traversed which are relevant for satisfying (or violating) the given specification. 

Some of the advantages of forward state traversal can be easily incorporated i,lto syntbolic 
methods. For example, we may first compute the set of reachable states by symbolic forward state 
traversal, and then restrict backward state traversal for model checking to the reachable states. 
This method, however, is unsatisfactory; for example, it cannot find even a short error trace if 
the set of reachable states cannot be computed. We present a tighter, and more advantageous, 
integration of forward state traversal with symbolic methods. In symbolic forward state traversal, 
we replace tile functions pre and ~ by the functions post and post, respectively, which map a 
set of states to a subset of its successor states. Formally, given a set U of states, the set post(U) 
contains the states for which there exists a predecessor state in U, and the set p~"t(U) contains 
the states all of whose predecessor states are in U. Then, we evaluate fixpoint expressions over 
boolean and post operations on state sets. It has recently been shown that certain branching-time 
as well as linear-time specifications, such as response (i.e., I:l(p --r Oq)), can be model checked 
by symbolic forward state traversal [INH96,1N97]. We attempt a more systematic study of what 
can and what cannot be model checked in this way. In particular, we show that all co-regular 
(linear-time) specifications (which include all LTL specifications) are amenable to a symbolic 
forward approach, while some CTL (branching-time) specifications are not. 

• For this purpose, we define post-p, a fixpoint calculus that is based on post operations in 
the same way in which the traditional #-calculus, here called pre-tt, is based on pre operations 
[Koz831. While lyre-IL expressions refer to tile future of a given state in a model, post-It expres- 
sions refer to its past. Therefore, in stark contrast to the fact that.every LTL and CTL specification 
has an equivalent expression in lyre-i t, almost no LTL or CTL specification, including response, 
has an equivalent expression in post-#. In order to compare pre and post logics, rather, we need 
to define quely logics, whose formulas refer to a whole model, not an individual state. Query 
logics are based on the emptiness predicate E. For a specification ~b, which is true in some states 
of a model and false in others, the query E(~b) is true in a model iff ~b is false in all states of 
the model. The query logic post-#e contains all queries of the form E(~b) and ~,f(~b), for post-l~ 
expressions ~b. On the positive side, we prove that every w-regular (BiJchi) specification has an 
equivalent query in post-#e. As with the translation from Biichi automata to pre-/z expressions 
[EL86,BC96], the translation from B~chi automata to post.-p,~ queries is linear and involves only 
fixpoint expressions of alternation depth two. Moreover, we show that every co-Biichi speci- 
fication has an equivalent query in alternation-free post-#e, which can be checked efficiently 
(in linear time). On tile negative side, we prove that there are CTL specifications that are not 
equivalent to any boolean combination of post-~e queries. 
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Symbolic forward model checking combines the benefits of symbolic over enumerative state 
traversal with the benefits of forward over backward state traversal. In [INH96,IN97], the authors 
present experimental evidence that symbolic forward state traversal can be significantly more ef- 
ficient than symbolic backward state traversal. Our preliminary experimental results confirm this 
observation. In addition, we give some theoretical justilications for the symbolic forward ap- 
proach. We show that unlike enumerative forward model checking (which is traditionally based 
on depth-first state traversal) and unlike symbolic backward model checking, the symbolic for- 
ward approach guarantees a.s.a.p, error detection. Intuitively, if a model violates a safety specifi- 
cation, and the shortest error trace has length ra, then the breadth-first nature of symbolic forward 
model checking ensures that the error will be found before any states at a distance greater than 
m from the initial states are explored. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the logics pre-# 
and post-#, and the query logics they induce. In Section 3, we translate Biichi automata into 
equivalent post-lto queries of alter/ration depth two, and co-Biichi automata into equivalent 
alternation-free post-#o queries. We also show that the translation guarantees a.s.a.p, error detec- 
tion for safety specifications. In Section 4, we compare the distinguishing and expressive powers 
of the various pre, post, and query logics. Finally, in Section 5 we put our results in perspective 
and report on some experimental evidence for the value of symbolic forward model checking. 

2 Definition of Pie and Post Logics 

2.1 Pre and post/~-caleuli 

The #-calculus is a modal logic augmented with least and greatest fixpoint operators [Koz83]. 
In this paper, we use the equational form of the propositional #-calculus, as in [BC96]. The 
modalitics of the #-calculus relate a set of states to a subset of its predecessor states. Therefore, 
we refer to the #-calculus by itrre-#. 

The formulas of pre-#  are defined with respect to a set P of propositions and a set V of 
variables. A modal expression is either p, -'~p, X,  ~o V "~,, ~o A ~,  30~o, or VO~o, for propositions 
p E P ,  variables X E V, and modal expressions ~o and ~/~. Let I be a finite subset of the set of 
natural numbers. An equationalblock B = (~, {Xi = ~oi I i E I}) consists of a flag ~ E {#, v} 
and a finite set of equations Xi = ~oi, where each Xi is a variable, each ~oi is a modal expression, 
and the variables Xi are pairwise distinct. If )~ = #, then B is a #-block; otherwise B is a 
v-block. For the equational block B, let vars(B) = {Xi [ i E I} be the set of variables on 
the left-hand sides of the equations of B. A block tuple/3 = ( B l , . . . ,  B,,) is a finite list of 
equational blocks such that the variable sets vars(Bj), for 1 ~ j _< n, are pairwise disjoint. 
For the block tuple B, let vats(13) = U t < j < n  vars(Bj). For every variable X E vats(13), let 
ezpande(X) be the modal expression on [he-right-hand side of the unique equation in/3 whose 
left-hand side is X.  A pre-#formula ~b = (/3, Xo) is a pair that consists of a block tuple/3 and 
a variable Xo E vars(13). The variable Xo is called the root variable of ~b. The formula qb is 
a pre-# sentence if every variable that occurs in some modal expression of /3 is contained in 
vats(~3). 

The semantics of a pre-#  formula is defined with respect to a Kripke structure and a valuation 
for the variables. A Kripke structure is a tuple K = (P, I,V, R, L) that consists of a finite set P 
of propositions, a finite set W of states, a binary transition relation R C W × W total in both 
the first and second arguments (i.e., tbr every state w E W, there is a state w' such that R(w, w')  
and there is a state w" such that R(w", w)), and a labeling function L : W --+ 2 t '  that assigns to 
each state a set of propositions. The set P of propositions contains the distinguished proposition 
init; a state w E W is initial if init E L(w). We define four functions pre, p-~, post and post 
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from 2 w to 2 W as follows. For any set U _C W of states, let 

pre(U) = {w E W I there exists a state w' E U with R(w, w')}, 
~Fe(U) = {w E W I for all states w' with R(w, w'), we have w' E U}, 
post(U) = {w E W [ there exists a state w' E U with R(w', w)}, 
post(U) = {w E I'V] h,r all states w' with R(w', w), we have !o' E U}. 

A K-valuation for a set V of variables is a function/" : V ~ 2 w that assigns to each variable 
a set of states. If F a n d / . i  are/(-valuations for V, and V'  _C V is a subset of the variables, 
we write F[F'/V I] for the K-valuation for V that assigns F ' ( X )  to each variable X E V', and 
F(X) to each variable X E V\W. 

Given a Kripke structure K = (P, W, R, L) and a K-valuation F for a set V of variables, 
every modal expression ~o over the propositions P and the variables V defines a set ~oK(F) C W 
of states: inductively, p K ( F )  = {w E W I P E L(w)}, (-~p)K(F) = {w E W I P ¢ L(w)}, 
x ~ ( r )  = r ( x ) ,  (~ v ¢)~(r)  = ~'~(r) u ¢~(r) ,  (~ ^ ¢)~(r)  = ~K(r) n ¢'~(r), 
(30~o)'x'(/") = pre(~ot¢(F)), and (VO~o)K([ ') = p~(~ol¢(/")). Given K,  every block tuple 
13 = ( B t , . . . , / 3 , , )  over P and V defines a function/3 K from the K-valuations for V to the 
K-valuations for V: inductively, if n = 0, then B t¢ (F)  = F ;  if Bt is a #-block, then B;c(F)  is 
the least fixpoiat of the function Fff, r; if/31 is a ~,-block, then B1~(1 ") is the greatest lixpoint of 

Fff, r .  The monotonic function Fff, r from valuations to valuations is defined by 

{ ezpand(X)K((B~,...,Bn)K(F[F'/vars(B1)])) if X E vars(B1), 
F~r(r ' ) (X)  = ((B2,...,B,)~C(r[r'/oars(B~)l))(X) otherwise. 

Notc that for a pre-p  sentence ~b = (B, Xo/, the function B K is a constant function. Given K,  
the sentence ~b defines the set eK = BK(F)(Xo)  of states (for any choice of F). For a state 
w E W and a prc-l~ sentcnce ¢, we write w ~ g  (~ if w E ~b K. For a Kripke structure K ,  we 
write K ~ ¢, and say that K satisfies ¢, if there is an initial state w of K such that w ~ K  ¢.1 
Thc model-clzecking problem for pre-p is to decide, givcn a Kripke structure K and a pre-# 
sentence ¢, whether K ~ ¢. 

Given a block tuple B = (B1 . . . .  , Bn),  the block Bi depends on the block Bj  if i :fl j 
and some variable that occurs in a modal expression of Bi is containcd in vars(Bj). The pre-p  
sentence ¢ = (B, Xo) is alternation-free if thc dependcncy relation on the blocks of B is acyclic 
(i.c., its transitive closurc is asymmetric). The model-checking problem for the alternation-free 
fragment of pre-l~ can be solved in linear time [CS91 ]. 

Tim logic post-t~ is obtaincd from the logic pre-# by replacing thc future modal opcralors 
3 0  and VC) by the past modal operators 3 0  and V ~ ,  with the interprelalions ( S Q ~ ) K ( F )  = 
post(~og(F)) and (VQ~p)~(F) = p~st(~pK(/-')). The semantics of post-p can alternatively 
be defined as follows. For a Kripke structure K = (P, W, R, L), de[ine the Kripke structure 
K - t  = (P, W, R -~, L), where R -~ (w, w') iff R(w' ,  w). For a post-# sentence ¢, define ¢ - t  
to be the pre-p scntcncc obtained from ¢ by rcplacing each occurrencc of ::1(~) and VC) by ::10 
and VC), respectively. Then, for every state w of K ,  we have w ~ K  ~ iff w ~ g - ~  ¢-~.  

2.2 Query logics 

We define query logics that are based on pre-p and post-p. The sentences of pre-# refer to 
the future of a given state in a Kripke structure, and the sentences of post-i~ refer to its past. 
By contrast, the sentences of query logics, called queries, refer to the whole structure and thus 
enable us to translate between pre and post logics. The query logics are obtained from pre-/.t and 

i Note that we work, for convenience, with the dual of the usual requirement that all initial states satisfy a 
pre-lJ sentence. 
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post-lt by adding a predicate E on sentences, called the emptiness predicate. For a logic £, the 
query logic £0 contains the two queries E(~b) and "~E(q~) for each sentence ~b of £. The query 
logic E¢ is richer and its queries are constructed inductively as follows: 

- E(~b), where ~b is a formula o f £ ,  
- ~01 and 01 V 0~, where 01 and 09. are queries of £¢.  

The satisfaction relation ~ for queries on a Kripke structure It" is inductively defined as follows: 

- K ~ E(~b) iff for all states s of K,  we have s ~ ~, 
- K 1== -~0~ i f f K  ~ 0~, and K ~ 01 V 02 iff K 1=: 01 or K 1=: 02. 

While our motivation for query logics is theoretical, for the purpose of comparing pre and post 
logics, query logics are also practical. This is because once the state set ~b K has been computed 
(either explicitly or implicitly, using BDDs), the evaluation of the query £(d') requires constant 
time. Therefore, checking a query in pre-p,c or post-lt c is no harder than model checking trre-lt 
or post-#, respectively. 

2.3 Equivalences on Kripke structures Induced by pre and post logics 

Let K = (P, IV, R, L) and K '  = (P, W' , /2 ' ,  L') be two Kripke structures with the same set of 
propositions. A relation ~ C_ W x W ~ is a pre-bisimilarity relation if for all states w and w ~, 
we have that fl(w, w r) implies (I) L(to) = L'(w') ,  (2) for every state v with R(w, v), there is 
a state v'  with lt '(w', v') and/3(v, v'), and (3) for every state v'  with R'(w', v'), there is a state 
v with R(w, v) and f l(v,v ' ) .  Note that, in particular, fl(w, w')  implies that either both w and 
w' are initial, or neither of them is initial. The pre-bisimilarity relation/5 is a pre-bisimulation 
between/£ and K '  if for all states w E W, there is a state w'  E W '  such that/3(w, w'),  and for 
all states w' E W' ,  there is a state w E W such that fl(w, w'). The pre-bisimilarity relation fl 
is an init-pre-bisinndation between K and K '  if for all initial states w E W, there is an initial 
state w' E W'  such that fl(w,w'), and for all initial states w' E W' ,  there is an initial state 
~o ~E W such that/~(w, w'). The relation/3 C_ W x W I is a post-bisimulation (resp. init-post- 
bisimulation) between K and K ~ if fl is a pre-bisimulation (resp. init-pre-bisimulation) between 
K -1 and K ' - l .  The fi~llowing is an easy extension of a well-known result for pre-#  [BCG88]. 

Proposition 1. Let K and K r be two Kripke structures. 

- There is an hfft-pre-bisbnulation (resp. hdt-post-bisimulation) between K and K'  t i f f  or all 
sentences q~ of pre-l~ (resp. post-#), we have K ~ q~ iff K'  ~ ~. 

- Thefollowbzg three statements ate equivalent: 
(1) There is a pre-bisimulation ( resp. post-bisbuulation ) between K and K'. 
(2) For all queries 0 of trce-ttO (resp. post-t~), we have K ~ 0 iff K '  ~ O. 
(3) For all queries 0 of ln'e-lte (resp. post-#e), we have K ~ 0 iff K '  ~ 0. 

3 Intersection of Pre and Post Logics 

Of particular interest is the intersection of the query logics pre-lt¢ and post-lt¢. It contains the 
queries that can be specified in both pre-#¢, which often is more convenient for specifiers, and 
in post-lt¢, which often is more efficient for symbolic model checking. In this section we show 
that essentially all linear properties lie in this intersection. On the other hand, there are simple 
branching properties that do not lie in the intersection. 
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3.1 In 

Consider a Kripke structure K = (P, W, R, L). An observation of K is a subset of the proposi- 
tions P .  An error trace of I (  is a finite or infinite sequence of observations. A linear property of 
K is a set of error traces. 2 Many useful linear properties, namely, the w-regular linear properties, 
can be specilied by finite autonmla. A finite autonuaon A = (P, S, So, St.', r, E) consists of "t 
tinite set P of propositions, a tinite set S of states, a set So C_ S of initial states, a set SF C S 
of accepting states, a binary transition relation r C S x S, and a labeling function E : S ---> 2 P 
that assigns to each state a set of propositions. The following definitions regarding paths apply 
equally to Kripke structures and automata. A path 7r = uo, u l , . . ,  of K (resp. A) is a finite or 
infinite sequence of states such that for all i > 0, we have R(ui ,  u i+l)  (resp. r(ui, ui+l)). The 
path lr is initialized if u0 is an initial state. By ln[ (Tr) we denote the Set of states that appear in 7r 
infinitely often. The labeling functions L and ~ are lifted from states to paths in the obvious way. 

With each finite automaton A we associate a sentence =IA that is interpreted over a Kripke 
structure K with the same propositions as A. The model-checking problem for atttomata is to 
decide, given K and A, whether K ~ =IA. We define K ~ 3A if there exist an initialized path 
7rt of K and an accepting initialized path 7r2 of A such that L(Trl) = e(Tr2); such an observation 
sequence L(Trl ) is called an error trace q f K  with respect to A. Which paths of A are accepting 
depends on the interpretation we place on the automaton A. We consider here three different 
interpretations: safety automata, Biichi automata, and co-Btichi automata. For each interpretation 
we reduce the model-checking problem for automata to the model-checking problem for post-/z~, 
by translating automata into equivalent post-/z, queries. The post-/z 0 query 0 is equivalent to the 
automaton A if for every Kripke structure K,  we have K ~ ~]A iff K ~= 0. 

In all translations, we will make use of the following. With each state s of the automaton A, 
we associate two variables, Xs and X'~. In addition, we use the two variables X r  and X~.. For 
each state s of A, let 7s be a variable-free and modality-free expression that characterizes states 
locally, namely, % = Aver(s)P A Av~e.(s) "~P" Now, let BA be the following/z-block, which 
consists of ISl + 1 equations, with vars(Ba) = {X, I s E S} U {XF}: 

X,  = ( 7 ,  A (init V Vtepre(,) 3 0 X t )  
7, A Vtev,-~(,) 3 0 X t  

XF = Vfes~ XI" 

if s E So, 
if s ~' So, 

Note that the size of BA is linear in the size of A. 

Safety automata  A safety property of a Kripke structure K is a set offinite error traces. Tile 
regular safety properties can be specified by safety automata. A safety automaton is a finite 
automaton A such that a path 7r of A is accepting if ~" is a finite path and its last state is an 
accepting state of A. It is not difficult to see that the safety automaton A is equivalent to the 
post-/z~ query Oa = -~£ (((BA), XF ) ). 

If a finite error trace exists, during model checking, we would like to find it as soon as 
possible. By evaluating the query OA as follows (in the standard way), this can indeed be guar- 
anteed. The evaluation of the/z-block BA over a Kripke-structure K proceeds in iterations. Let 
x g ( i )  C_ W denote the value of variable X E vars(BA) after the i-th iteration, and let Fr( i )  
denote the K-valuation that assigns to each variable in X E vars(Ba) the value Xr ( i ) .  Ini- 
tially, Xt¢(0) = 0 for all X E vars(BA). In all subsequent iterations, the value of each variable 
X E vars(Ba) is updated according to the equation Xt¢(i + 1) = ezpand(X)tC(FK(i)). Since 
the modal expressions in BA are monotonic, once X~S (ra) :/: 0 for some m, we know that 

2 Recall that we work, for convenience, in a setting that is dual to the one that considers linear properties 
to consist of all non-error traces. 
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X ~ ( n )  ~ 0 for all n > m. Hence, we can detect that K 1=: 0,4 as soon as X ~ ( m )  is nonempty. 
The following theorem guarantees that if there is an error trace of length m, then we will find 
it in m iterations. In other words, using symbolic forward state traversal, we will explore only 
states up to distance m from initial states. 

Theorem 1. For every safety automaton A, an equivalent alternation-free post-lz ¢ query O A can 
be constructed in linear tinte. Further, for every Kripke structure K, if the shortest error trace in 
K with respect to A has length m, then X f f ( m )  ~ 0, where XF is the root variable of OA. 

Biichi au tomata  Safety automata cannot specify infinite error traces. For that, we use Biichi 
automata. A Biichi automaton A is a finite automaton such that a path 7r of A is accepting if 
In f  (~') M SF :/: ¢; that is, some accepting state of A occurs infinitely often in n-. It is well-known 
[EL86,Dam94,BC961 that for every Biichi aUlolnaton A, there exists a pre-#o query Oa such that 
tbr every Kripke structure K,  we have K ~ 3A iff K ~ 0a .  We now show Ihat there exists also 
a post-pc query OA with the same property, thereby proving that the model-checking problem for 
Biichi automata lies in tile intersection ofpre-lt 0 and po,st.-tt, ~. We define two equational blocks: 
a u-block Bt and a #-block B~. The block Dl contains the following Ist.-I + 1 equations, with 

,,,-'~(Bt) = (X; I f ~ sp} u (x~):  

x)  = x s A V~p,,(s) 3®x~, 
X I xk =Vs~s~ f" 

The block/3'9, contains an equation for each state a E S \ @ ,  defined by 

X '  = '7, ^ Vt~, ,~( , )  3 ® X ~ .  

Then, Oa = ",E(((131, B~, BA), X'F)). Notice that, as with pre-po [BC96], the translation is 
linear in the size of the Btichi automaton. Also, tile equational blocks/3t and/3'2 depend on each 
other and the alternation depth of 0 A is tWO. Since Biichi automata are expressively equivalent to 
the w-regular languages, the query logic post-#¢ can specify all w-regular properties. 

Theorem 2. For every Biichi automaton, an equivalent post-pc query of alternation depth two 
can be constructed in linear time. 

In particular, since all sentences of the linear temporal logic LTL can be translated to Btichi 
automata [VW94], Theorem 2, together with [EL86], implies that all LTL sentences lie in the 
intersection pre-p¢ M post-lt ¢. Hence, LTL model checking can proceed by symbolic forward 
state traversal. Since the translation from LTL to Biichi automata involves an exponential blow- 
up, the translation from LTL to post-lz ¢ is also exponential. 

Co-B/iehi au tomata  Recall that the translation from Theorem 2 results in formulas of alterna- 
tion depth two. It has been recently argued [KV98] that a linear property given by a co-Biiehi 
automaton can be translated into an alternation-free pre-p¢ query. 3 Consequently, the model 
checking of linear properties that are specilied by co-Biichi automata requires time that is only 
linear in the size of the Kripke structure. We now show that every co-Biichi automaton A can 
also be translated into an equivalent alternation-free post-pC query 0.4, thereby proving that the 
model-checking problem Ibr co-Biichi automata lies in the intersection of alternation-free pre-lzO 
and alternation-free post-pC. A co-Bitchi automaton A is a finite automaton such that a path 7r of 

3 The results in [KV98] refer to sentences of the form VA, for deterministic BUchi automata A. Since an ~v- 
regular language can be specified by a deterministic Biichi automaton iffits complement can be specified 
by a co-Bilchi automaton, the corresponding result for 3A, for co-Btichi automata A, follows by duality. 
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A is accepting if lnfOr ) C SF; that is, all the non-accepting states of A occur in ~" only finitely 
often. We define an equational v-block 133 that contains the following ISF] + 1 equations, with 

x}  = x s ^ Vtep~mns~ ?Ox~, 
x k  = x) .  

Then, OA = "-,g(((B3, BA), X~)) .  Notice that OA is alternation-free and linear in the size of A. 

Theorem 3. For every co-Bilchi automaton, an equivalent alternation-free post-lt ~ query can 
be constructed in linear time. 

3.2 Out 

We now show that there exist branching temporal-logic specifications that cannot be model 
checked by evaluating post-lie queries. A post-pt query 0 is equivalent to a pre-# sentence 
~b if for every Kripke structure K,  we have K ~ ~b iff K ~ 0. Consider the Fre-lt sentence 
~bt = (((v, {X = 3 O p  A =IOX})),X),  which is equivalent to the CTL sentence 3n::lOp, 
and consider the Kripke structures Kl  and K~ appearing in Figure I. It is easy to see that 

() 

Fig. 1. KI and K~ are post-bisimilar but not pre-bisimilar. 

there is a post-bisimulation between KI and K~. Hence, by Proposition I, no post-pc query 
can distinguish between them. On the other hand, while the structure K1 satisfies ~bl, the struc- 
ture I(~ does not satisfy ~bl. Using a similar argument, it can be shown that the pre-lt sen- 
tence that is equivalent to the CTL sentence :lO(r A 3<>p A 3<>q) can distinguish between two 
structures that have a post-bisimulation between them, implying there is no equivalent post-pc 
query. Interestingly, the pre-lt sentence ((B1, B2),XI)  with Bt = (u, {XL = X2 A ::tOX1 }) 
and B2 = (t t, {X2 = p V ::IOX2}), which is equivalent to the CTL sentence 3133<>p, and 
which is not equivalent to any LTL sentence [CD88], does have an equivalent query in post-po. 
The query is -~E(((B3,B4),XI)), with B3 = (u, {Xt = p A X2,X2 = X3 A ~QX2}) and 
B4 : (~, {X3 = init V 3QX3}).  

Proposition 2. There exist pre-t~ sentences (in fact, CTL sentences) that have no equivalent 
post-p£ queries. 

4 Hierarchy of Pre and Post Logics 

Let £1 and £2 be two logics whose sentences are interpreted over Kripke structures. The logic 
£2 is as expressive as the logic £1 if for every sentence ~bt of £ t ,  there is a sentence ~b2 E £2 
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such that for every Kripke structure K,  we have K 1=: ~bl iff K 1= ~b2. The logic £2 is more 
expressive than £t  if £2 is as expressive as £1 but £1 is not as expressive as £~. The logic £2 is 
as distinguishing as the logic £1 if for all Kripke structures K and K ~, if there is a sentence ~bl 
of £1 such that K ~ q~l but K'  ~ qbl, then Ihere is a sentence q~:2 of £2 such that K ~ ~b2 but 
K '  ~ ~b.,. Finally, the logic/:2 is mote distinguishing than ~-I if/:2 is as distinguishing as/~i but 
,~l is not as distinguishing as/~2. In this section, we study the distinguishing and the expressive 
powers ofln'e-l~ and post-lt and the query logics they induce. For this purpose, the sentences of 
query logics are the queries. 

Fig. 2. I(2 and K~ are init-post-bisimilar but not post-bisimilar 

Proposition 3. The distinguishing powers of pre and post logics are summarized in the figure 
below. An arrow from logic ~.1 to logic ~2 b~dicates that ~.I is as distinguishing as ~9.. A line 
without arrow indicates incomparability. 

Proof. Proposition 1 implies that the distinguishing powers ofpre-#o and pre-pz coincide, and 
similarly for po,st-p. In order to prove the incomparability results, we show that the four re- 
lations init-pre-bisimulation, init-post-bisimulation, pre-bisimulation, and post-bisimulation are 
all distinct. Recall that there may be states in a Kripke structure that are not reachable from an 
initial state, as there may be states from which no initial state is reachable. Consider the Kripkc 
structures lf~ and If6 appearing in Figure 2. There is an init-pre-bisimulation and an init-post- 
bisimulation between K2 and K,~, but no pre-bisimulation or post-bisimulation. Hence, (post) 
pre-bisimulation is more distinguishing than (init-post) init-pre-bisimulation. Now consider the 
Kripke structures If1 and K~ appearing in Figure 1. There is a post-bisimulation and an init- 
post-bisimulation between Kl  and K[,  but no pre-bisimulation or init-pre-bisimulation. Also, 
there is a pre-bisimulation and an init-pre-bisimulation between K{ "1 and K ~  -1 but no post- 
bisimulation or init-post-bisimulation. Hence, pre-bisimulation and post-bisimulation as well as 
init-pre-bisimulation and init-post-bisimulation are incomparable. [] 

Proposition 4. The expressive powers of pre and post logics are summarized in the figure below. 
An arrow from logic ~1 to logic £2 indicates that £z is as expressive as C.2. A line without arrow 
indicates incomparability. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that if a logic £2 is not as distinguishing as a logic £1, then £2 is not as 
expressive as £~1. Therefore, most of our expressiveness results follow from the corresponding 
results about distinguishability. In addition, as a Kripke structure K satisfies a sentence ~b iff K 
satisfies the query -~S(init A @), the query logics pre-po and post-p¢ are more expressive than 
pre-p and post-p, respectively. In order to prove the advantage of the full query logics pre-pe 
and post-pc over its subsets ln'e-po~ and post-po, it is easy to see that no query of the query 
logics pre-po and post-it ~ is equivalent to the query E(p) V E(q). 17 

5 Discussion and Experimental Results 

5.1 Intersection of pre and post logics 

While previous works presented symbolic forward state-traversal procedures for model check- 
ing some isolated linear and branching properties [INH96,IN97], we attempted to study more 
systematically the class of properties that can be model checked using both symbolic forward 
and backward state traversal. In particular, we showed that all w-regular linear properties (which 
includes all propert_ies expressible in LTL) fall into this class, while some simple branching prop- 
erties (expressible in CTL) do not. Furthermore, every query that can be specified in both pre-p~ 
and post-p~ cannot distinguish between structures that are both pre-bisimilar and post-bisimilar. 
Yet the exact characterization of the intersection ln'e-#~ 17 post-po remains open. In IGK941, 
the authors identified a set of temporal-logic sentences called equi-linear. In particular, a pre-p 
sentence is equi-linear if it cannot distinguish between two Kripke structures with the same 
language (i.e., observation sequences that correspond to initialized paths). Clearly, all LTL sen- 
tences are equi-linear. However, some CTL sentences that have no equivalent LTL sentence are 
also equi-linear. For example, it is shown in [GK94] that while the CTL sentence 3133Op is 
not equi-linear, the CTL sentence ~U3Op is equi-linear. Motivated by the examples from Sec- 
tion 3.2, we conjecture that equi-linearity precisely characterizes the properties that can be model 
checked using both symbolic forward and backward State traversal. Formally, we conjecture that 
a pre-p sentence is equi-linear iff there is an equivalent post-po query. 

S.2 Union of pre and post logics 

In this paper, we primarily think of post-pc as a language for describing symbolic model- 
checking procedures for temporal-logic specifications. Furthermore, we have focused on spec- 
ification languages that contain only future temporal operators. Since LTL with past temporal 
operators is no more expressive than LTL without past operators [LPZ85], every LTL+past sen- 
tence can also be translated into an equivalent post-po query. In addition, post-p also permits the 
easy evaluation of branching past temporal operators that cannot be evaluated using pre-p. For 
example, the senlence VD(grant, -4 (-~init)VWreq), where 'I/V is a past version of the "weak- 
untir' operatt~r IMP92], specilies that grants are given only upon request. Assuming a branching 
interpretation for past temporal operators [KP95], this sentence has an equivalentpost-po query, 
but no equivalent pre-t~e query; that is, it can be model checked by symbolic forward state 
traversal but not by symbolic backward slate traversal. 
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While the intersection pre-#t: f'l post-pE identifies the queries that can be model checked 
by both symbolic forward and backward state traversal, it is the "union" (pre-# U post-#)e 4 
that identifies the queries that can be model checked at all symbolically, by mixed forward and 
backward stale Iraversal, 5 Furthermore, it is the alternation-free fragment of (pre-lt U post-#)r. 
that identilies the queries that can be model checked efficiently. Thus it is also of interest to ask 
which temporal logics can be translated into the (alternation-free) union of pre and post query 
logics. Such temporal logics can have both future and past temporal operators. In particular, it 
is easy to see that every CTL+past sentence (under the branching interpretation for past) has an 
equivalent query in the alternation-free fragment of (pre-# U post-#)O. 

5.3 Experimental results 

In our experiments, we performed BDD-based symbolic model checking on a parameterized 
sliding-window protocol for the reliable transmission of packets over an unreliable channel. The 
parameter to the protocol is WINSIZE, tile number of outstanding unacknowledged messages 
at the sender end. In the protocol, the messages are modeled as boolean values. We checked 
whether all computations of the protocol satisfy the partial specification q~, which states that if 
the produced message msgP toggles inlinitely often at the sender end, then so does the consumed 
message msgC at the receiver end. Formally, the specilication ~b is given by the LTL sentence 
nO(msgP ~ O-~msgP) --} t30(msgC ~ O-~msgC). We note that this sentence cannot be 
handled by the methods presented in [INH96,IN97]. 

In the table below we list the running times (in seconds) for different values of WINSIZE for 
checking ~ using VIS [BHSV+961 for both symbolic forward and backward state traversal. The 
quantity within the parentheses is the number of boolean variables used to encode the state space 
of the protocol. It is folk wisdom in symbolic model checking that using don't-care minimization 
based on unreachable states can dramatically improve the running times. So we also applied 
first symbolic forward state traversal to compute the set of reachable states and then symbolic 
backward state traversal for model checking, using the unreachable states as don't cares. These 
results are shown in the last column. A dash indicates an unsuccessful verification attempt. In 
the future, we hope to compare our approach also against enumerative forward state-traversal 
methods for LTL model checking. 

WINSIZE Forwara Backward Reach-optimized backward 
2 (30) i 8 222 9 I 
3 (45) 300 4584 
4 (50) 5231 
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